
Location, Location, Location 

DRIVER 1: Exploring Opportunities  
(Visits and Visitors) 

Weekly visit from the Open the Book 
Team. 
Visit from  Rev Sarah/Rev Matthew. 
Visit from The Dog Trust—6/2 
Arthog Residential Visit 

DRIVER 2: Outdoor Education 

Daily mile round the school grounds. 
Arthog Residential Visit. 
Arthog outreach visit to The Wrekin. 

DRIVER 3: Christian Values 

January—Respect—how we respect 
ourselves and respect others. 
February— Trust—doing what we say 
we will and being reliable. 
March—Forgiveness— Saying sorry and 
being understanding. 

DRIVER 4: Happiness and  
Well-being 

Developing healthy relationships. 
E-safety and how to keep safe and 

happy whilst being online. 

Use resources from the Action for 

Happiness  campaign. 

DRIVER 5: Our Place in the 
World 

 Comparing our beliefs and cus-

toms to those of other countries. 

 

Yellow Class 

Year 4, 5 and 6 

Spring Term 

English: 
Fiction—  Adventure stories. Using  The Tunnel and various  short adventure stories to 
model, plan and write our own stories. 
Non-fiction—  Non– chronological reports linking to both Design & Technology and Topic 

work. 

Poetry— Using various literacy devices to compose and write poems on the theme of 

winter. 

Throughout lessons there will be an ongoing focus on punctuation and grammar as well as 

specific lessons 

Art & DT: 

DT Focus: To use 

the basic 

principles of 

design to plan, 

design, make and 

evaluate a photo frame. 

Science— “We are Dinosaur 

Hunters.” This topic will encourage 
children to develop their scientific 
enquiry skills. Children will have the 
chance to  study, research and 
present information based on their 
own questions about dinosaurs. They 
will learn about some of the fossil 
evidence that helps us learn about 
dinosaurs. 

 

P.E: 

Daily Mile every day—trainers need to 

be in school every day. 

Shrewsbury Sport in the Community: 

Invasion Games. Handball 

Gymnastics with Mrs Douch 

Maths 
Year 4: Arithmetic, Tables, and Line Graphs, Fraction including improper fractions and mixed numbers, Addition and subtraction of 

fractions, measuring and drawing angles, perpendicular and parallel lines. 

Year 5: Arithmetic,  x and ÷ of fractions (proper and improper), Finding the area of a triangle, ratio and converting fractions into 

decimals. 

Year 6:  Arithmetic,  understanding and interpreting pie chart, finding the area and perimeter, finding the volume of solids and 

liquids. 

All year groups will carry out ongoing learning of  times tables, number facts and mental maths skills. One lesson per week will focus 

on Arithmetic skills and focus on calculations using the 4 operations. 

R.E.  

 Sikhism: 

Why do people’s belief and practice 
differ? Why do Sikhs celebrate and 
remember the Gurus? Why do they 
celebrate Baisakhi? 

Music:  

Learning to play the ukulele—Mrs 

Alston (Shropshire Music Service) will 

be supporting the children in their 

reading of music and understanding of 

rhythm, pitch and structure. 

Computing: 

iCompute  -Algorithms  

Touch typing— learning correct 

fingering and building up speed. 

 LEARNING, LISTENING, LIVING  

French:  

Where in the World—to learn key 

vocabulary related to countries 

and continents. 

 

History: 

New Year Traditions 

Next half term our topic will have a 

history focus. This half term we are 

focussing on Geography 

 

Spelling & Handwriting: 

Y4, 5 and 6 to follow spelling program 

with weekly word lists, spelling 

journals. Target words from statutory 

word list—see Reading Diaries. 

All children are encouraged to join 

using a cursive style. 

Geography: 
Compare and contrast key physical and 

human characteristics of 2 locations—one 

UK and one in South America. To develop 

and extend geographical 

vocabulary to describe 

where countries are 

located within the wider 

world. 

P.S.H.C.E: 

First Aid—bleeding and shock 

Health and Wellbeing—Growing and 

Changing—To deepen their 

understanding of good and not so 

good feelings  


